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      We see you, Roseville

      Your Neighborhood Dentist in Roseville, MI

      
        Watch Our Intro Video [image: play button icon]
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      Meeting Needs.Exceeding Expectations.

      We provide care for your entire family. We believe in providing a lifetime of dental health, starting with your child's first tooth! Our friendly, caring dentists in Roseville help kids and adults have fun and feel at ease while at the dentist. Dental care starts at an early age and lasts a lifetime.
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	Hygiene
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	Oral Cancer Screenings
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          Specialty
Services

          
            	Sedation Dentistry
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	Impacted Teeth
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      Family Dentistryin Roseville

      
        
          At Whole Dental Wellness, we are committed to providing a one-stop oral health solution for your entire family. Our providers are experienced and trained in practicing dental care for all ages. From early childhood, through adolescence and beyond, we are an experienced team that wants to be involved with your family’s oral health care needs. We believe that oral health is intrinsically connected to our overall health and we know that parents want what's best for themselves and their children. Having a trusted dental office with those same goals for your entire family is not only convenient, but it saves precious time.

        

        
           At Whole Dental Wellness in Roseville family dentistry also comes with the added benefit of gaining a long-lasting relationship with dental care providers that know your family's dental history. We find it most helpful to gain familiarity from the start. Pediatric dental care is paramount, as it helps to establish a better and more comfortable experience for our younger patients. We are thrilled that so many families entrust Whole Dental Wellness with their oral care and we look forward to being your trusted family dentist in Roseville as well. So call to schedule a consultation today and discover the advantages of a family dentist. Achieve "Whole Wellness" for your whole family.

        

      

    

    

  




  
    
      $149 New Patient Special for Uninsured Patients!

      new Patient Special valued at over $400!

    

    
      
        
          Doctor Exam

          Personalized one-on-one doctor exam

        

      
      
        
          Complete X-rays

          Panoramic and bitewing x-rays

        

      
      
        
          Teeth Cleaning

          State-of-the-art teeth cleaning
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        Whole
Wellnessfor the Whole Family

        Metro Detroit's Comprehensive Dental Practice

        As a trusted East Side family dentist in Roseville and St. Clair Shores for over 40 years, we have cared for the same families over multiple generations, and we stand by our philosophy that experience, discretion, compassion, and trust in your dentist is of utmost importance. This is how we operate at Whole Dental. We care about our Roseville community, which is why we offer flexible appointments and specials to make sure we can give you great holistic dental care when you need it.

      

    

  




  
    
      
        Our Dental Philosophy

        Your Family and Cosmetic Dentists in Roseville

        [image: Green quotation marks]
        “Whole Dental Wellness was founded on the belief that true dental care must look beyond the mouth and embrace the individual as a whole. We strive to set ourselves apart by focusing on your unique needs and partnering to help you be your healthiest you.”

        —Whitney D. Weiner, DDS, MS, CEO & Founder
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      Watch Our Intro Video [image: play button icon]
    
    
      
        
          While there are other Roseville dentists, there's something extra-special about the team at Whole Dental Wellness. We have doctors in all age ranges, all areas of expertise, and you can rest assured that there's a doctor on our team that's a perfect fit for you!

        

        
          What makes us so different? We aren't your “drill and fill” office — we see the mouth as a gateway to the rest of your body. As our name implies, our goal is your overall physical wellness, and we see the mouth as part of that. We want to treat you, not the cavity in your tooth. We believe in kind treatment for every patient because you deserve it.

          Your relationship with your dentist is a very personal one; after all, they see the things you never want anyone else to see! Your dentist should also be the person you trust to help keep you on or guide you on your path to overall health. This is why it's important to find the right people. You need experience, discretion, compassion, and a great sense of humor. You’ll find those qualities in our team of caring professionals.
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              Whitney D. Weiner

              Founder, Diplomate, American Board of Periodontology, Board Certified in Periodontics & Dental Implants

              Dr. Whitney D. Weiner is an experienced dental surgeon in Roseville, an accomplished researcher, a compassionate caregiver, and a renowned lecturer who strongly believes in the link between dental health and total health. In 2016, Dr. Weiner was chosen as one of the “Top 25 Women in Dentistry” by Dental Product Report and named the “Most Interesting Person in Dentistry” for February by Curasan.com. Despite her accomplishments and accolades, she remains a “Midwest girl” at heart, and loves helping her patients preserve their healthy smiles. Dr. Weiner is a two-time winner of Incisal Edge’s “40 under 40” award for the nation’s rising dental stars, winning in both 2017 and 2022. 

              Meet Whitney [image: white right arrow]
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              Dr. Natasha Aazami

              Doctor of Dental Surgery

              Dr. Natasha Aazami practices general dentistry at Whole Dental Wellness and is a proud member of the team. She is a Michigan native and has been surrounded by dentistry her entire life. Following successful completion of her studies at the University of Detroit Mercy, she pursued her Doctorate of Dental Surgery degree at The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. She then later went on to complete a General Practice Residency at The University of Toledo Medical Center in order to advance her clinical skills above the standard of care. She takes a special interest in aesthetic and surgical dentistry. With the most up-to-date knowledge, she has tirelessly expanded her knowledge through lectured and hands-on continuing education courses throughout the country.

              Meet Natasha [image: white right arrow]
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              Dr. Rebecca Schwarcz

              Doctor of Dental Surgery

              Dr. Schwarcz prioritizes patient comfort, both in the dentist's chair and during consultation. You'll be able to get your questions answered and feel more confident about your care after a chat with Dr. Schwarcz. She is an ADA member and a member of the Michigan Dental Association and the Detroit District Dental Society. One of the reasons Dr. Schwarcz's patients feel so connected to her is that she's not your typical dentist. Sure, she values exercise and has a great love for the outdoors, long bike rides with her family, and hikes through the woods — but she also has a voracious sweet tooth!

              Meet Rebecca [image: white right arrow]
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              Dr. James Tangalos

              Doctor of Dental Surgery

              Dr. James Tangalos is a Michigan native who gained his education and dental training in both Michigan and Fort Lauderdale, Florida. He joins the Whole Dental Wellness team from a general dentistry residency program at St. Joseph Mercy Oakland Hospital in Pontiac, Michigan. Dr. Tangalos is a member of the American Dental Association as well as the Academy of General Dentistry and the Michigan Dental Association. Dr. Tangalos is determined to offer an optimal patient-centered experience through mutual trust and understanding. He knows that both he and the patient need to be team players to work together to score the goal of a beautiful smile.

              Meet James [image: white right arrow]
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      Care for all of Roseville & St. Clair Shores

      Now Accepting New Roseville Dental Patients

      If you're new to the East Side and you're looking for a local dentist in Roseville and the surrounding areas, we are here for you. We offer a special first appointment consultation so we can get to know you better - while you're here, we'll find out about your dental needs and explain what we can do for you.
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      Protecting. Restoring. Improving.

      Whole Dental Wellness Roseville Featured Procedures

    

  




  
    
      Clear Aligners [image: black right arrow]
      Bridges & Crowns [image: black right arrow]
      Dental Implants [image: black right arrow]
      Root Canal [image: black right arrow]
      Tooth Extractions [image: black right arrow]
      Dentures [image: black right arrow]
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            Shape your future

            Clear Aligners in Roseville

            At Whole Dental Wellness, we believe you deserve the best, and that's why we use SureSmile, the best way to help you get the straight teeth you've wanted, in the most discreet way possible. Find out why so many are using this procedure.

            Clear Aligners in Roseville [image: white right arrow]
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            Building better smiles

            Bridges and Crowns in Roseville

            Whether it’s one tooth, several, or a whole row, we have the solution for your missing teeth at Whole Dental Wellness Roseville. Crowns and bridges restore both form and function. Eat more of the foods you want and smile with confidence. Protect your remaining teeth and improve your overall health.

            Bridges & Crowns[image: white right arrow]
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            Put tooth loss in the past

            Dental Implants in Roseville

            At Whole Dental Wellness, we are aware of how missing teeth not only affects your physical health but also the mental toll it can take. Put your mouth in the hands of our top-notch dentists in Roseville, and with dental implants, we can have you smiling again.

            Roseville Implant Dentistry[image: white right arrow]
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            Save and protect your smile

            Roseville Root Canal Treatments

            Our Endodontist in Roseville is a specialist in giving you the best treatment for root canals to save a tooth and helping you understand the procedure, answer your questions, and help put you at ease.

            Root Canal Treatments[image: white right arrow]
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            There for you

            Roseville Tooth Extractions

            Sometimes, that tooth just needs to come out. If you’re in tooth pain and need an extraction, waiting days for an appointment can be excruciating. Whole Dental Roseville will find a way to get you in fast, get that tooth out safely, and then help you determine the best way to make it better.

            Tooth Extractions Roseville[image: white right arrow]
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            Live with confidence

            Roseville Denture Treatments

            Being able to sink your teeth into life is a beautiful feeling. Whole Dental Roseville offers dentures and partials that provide beautiful, strong support for your bite and your look. Dentures and partials also help preserve and protect your remaining teeth and can even make your face look fuller and healthier when your mouth is closed.

            Dentures in Roseville[image: white right arrow]
          

        

      

    

  




  
    
      Healthy, Happy Gums

      Roseville LANAP Gum Treatment

      LANAP (Laser-assisted new attachment procedure) is an advanced procedure that focuses on regeneration, instead of cutting through tissues. With LANAP, we are able to use nearly painless lasers to help treat your gums, giving you a happy, healthy mouth.

      Learn about LANAp [image: white right arrow]
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    From the Mouths of our Patients

    Whole Dental Wellness Roseville Testimonials


    
      
        
          
            
              
                “I had the most wonderful experience this morning at WDW … the staff made me feel welcome at their practice as a new client. They were friendly, efficient, and offered thorough explanations regarding my dental condition and my options moving forward.”

                — Madeline W.

              

            

            
              
                “Everything about Whole Dental Wellness is professional and outstanding. The entire staff is extremely friendly and helpful. That goes a long way and makes it, dare I say, enjoyable to actually go to the dentist! I highly recommend."

                — Gary R.

              

            

            
              
                "Phenomenal! Just Wow! I switched over from my old dental office to Whole Dental Wellness and I am amazed with the dental care I received! My teeth have never felt and looked so clean! I highly recommend this office!"

                — Anthony C

              

            

            
              
                “I’ve been to the dentist practically all my life. This was the first time I truly enjoyed my visit. Absolutely took away the fact that I had a tooth missing (cosmetically horrifying) with a wonderful experience. Dr. Aazami was amazing, the front desk was amazing. The hour and a half drive was worth it"

                — Keith W.

              

            

            
              
                “I called on Friday and they were able to get me on a Saturday as a new patient. I screwed up and went to the wrong office and they still accommodated me. The entire staff was pleasant. I would definitely recommend them."

                — Christine M.

              

            

            
              
                “I felt RIGHT at home from the second I walked in the door until the second I stepped out. The hygienist Erica that I had was beyond amazing. Dr. Aazami was beyond knowledgeable and a pleasure to see and talk with.”

                — Frank B.
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        Whitney D. Weiner, DDS, MS, CEO & Founder

      

      
        From Roseville, With Love

        A Different Kind of Dental Practice

        Here at Whole Dental Wellness, we pride ourselves on being anything but typical.

        Dentistry is evolving to embrace and integrate other medical specialties, and we are at the forefront of this evolution. We've even won a few awards for it. As the dental field broadens, we see more opportunities to inform and assist patients with their overall health. We don't just offer cosmetic dentistry procedures when it comes to aesthetics. We go beyond standard dental treatments such as whitening and veneers, offering niche procedures for straightening uneven gums. We even offer injectable facial fillers!

        That's just the beginning. What makes us truly innovative is our commitment to holistic health. We strongly support the health of our community, through checkups and through partnerships with the organizations that make Roseville a great place to live, work, and play. We love hearing and sharing the successes of our town, and we are proud to be their Roseville dentist.

      

    

  




  
    
      Stay Connected on Social
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        Roseville Emergency Dentistry

        We're Here For You — Evenings & Weekends

        We know that dental emergencies don’t care about business hours.

        We're so committed to the patient experience that we go above and beyond what you've seen before. That means that while other practices are closed, we're still here, making sure you can get your dental needs taken care of. Yes, that means you can even come in for an appointment on weekends and evenings.

        If you have a dental emergency, give us a call. Our doctors will get your text and get right back to you to schedule your emergency appointment. We know how difficult living in dental pain can be. We will see you. We will make it better.

        Contact us Now [image: white right arrow]
      

    

  




  
    
      
        
          
            Whole Dental Wellness is just a click away.

            Contact our office today to request an appointment or fill out the form to book online. A team member will reach out to confirm your appointment.

            21055 12 Mile Road, Roseville, MI 48066
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        21055 12 Mile Road, 
 Roseville MI 48066 
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        (586) 772-0100

      

    


    Mon: 8am - 6pm / Tue: 8am - 7pm / Wed: 8am - 7pm / Thu: 8am - 3pm / Fri: Closed / Sat: Call for Schedule
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